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Aa Ui-¿ designated representative of Chief and Council o" the Gull Bay
First Nation in Ontario, Canada, I want to take this opporunity on their
bcht-lf to ex trad to you, madam Daes, greetings and to further extend
cor[¡j«ululations for the leadership you have £.iven to the Working Group
and the extra-ordinary initiatives and efforts taken by you and the
Working Group to further the development of a declaration of indigenous
peoples rights.

The Chief and Council of the Gull Bay First Nation have on several occasion s
reviewed the various draft proposals put forward by you and members of
your group over the past couple of years including the most recent E/CN.
4/Sub. 2/1989/53 unde: date of June Br5, 1?G9 • Written responses or
representations have been filed with the Working Group.

No one that I have had the occasion to talk with would deny that progress
of iiraeasuruable distance and weight have been achieved toward the dev^Ipoment of a declaration on the rights of indigenous people— something
that se erne‘I so far away seven or sight years ago. But proseas, while
commendable, cannot be accepted as a task done or asst ldarda set.

It is for that reason thr.t the Gull Bay First Nation makes the following
observations, commt-nts and recommendations.

First, the current progress proposed draft declaration rightly and explicitl
r-jcognises and affirms the natural and moral basis of indigenous rights
and in several instances within the proposed draft the strength of such
affirmations ring very clear--note Part I I , paragraph three. One must,
however, be more then laudatory over the presence of such recognitions
and affirmations in a draft document. One must equally be saddened that
such basic rights and the basis for those rights have been denied and
trampjled by beliefs in 2nd practices of racial superiorly by colonial
people, persons, corporations and nations for such a long time. Ko great
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cla.ira for the advancement of natural and moral r :shto for indigenous
peopleeVy and for humanitarian reasons by those exercising shear power
arid ra\; strrtgth over Indígenous peoples should b-¿ exorcizad in sclfcon'vraiu'I.ations. T ;e denial of the rights of indigenous peoples were
of¿v i danied on exactly the samp f r r -- thf> claim of superior
coral and natural authority by the oppressor. It now becomes ironical
that theji justification of indigenous rights no\r crc bogin. ing to be
rococnizod on the same bases as they were originally (and in many places
still are) denied. It is therefore suggested that the claim for the
recognition and protection of indigenous rights in an international
instrument on moral and natural rights grounds maj seen a vain victory
approachcd with the same suspicions and reservations by indigenous peoples
a 3 vas the claim b

those who justified their actions against indigenous,

peoples on exactly the same grounds.
Second,^it tiust, therefore, be recognized that the tone and affirmation
of such recognitions as containad in the draft proposal carries» un
fortunately, not only a tone but gives a presciei.ce of paternalism I
need only to point to Part I, paragraph 2 or paragraph 27 under Part V,
and in particular pari. ?aph 25 of Part VII which reads: "these rights
constitute the minim?!stands:■cds for the surv-1 and the voll-beirj of
thn indigenous peoples of the world."
Is i !, I must ask, a salve to or for our conscience as the suppressor
or oppressor to now so grandly acknowledge and affirm "minir an” standards
and therefore ''minimum rights" to the first peoples¡í for which this
nation-state voicing group íb charged. For a salve it must be for
the oppressors. With due respect, Madam Chairperson, can it be said

fcííjí or acclaimed to ba e gigantic victory for the oppressed, the
indigenous peoples?;Surely, humanity demands more than thatj
The demands of indigenous peoples require more than the recognition
and affirmation of moral and natural right' be they of the person or
of the collective— the group— the community— the nation. They require
and are here in this meeting a3 they have been for seven years seeking
a legal^ base for their rights-- a legal base that will be recognized,
entiiufched and honoured by all parties be they the person, the vÆi'.rî 1
state, the transnational and multi-national corporation and which c«ri
f o m the basis for the resolution of competing and conflicting clains.
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The construction, recognition and entrenchment of a leg-1 'basis must
carry either explicitly or impl ^itly a jurisprudence

pro

nouncing- ?ji objective standard (not j£ /;q sinply a minima standard)
in order to have greater ceci-ainty in the defense of indigenous clains
to their rights than does the appeal to moral virtue or ethical codes.
After all^, it was the affirmation of a superior moral virtue and
ethical code by which indigenous peoples were oppressed and their r¿¿ths
denied.

Unfortunately but with some justification indigenous

peoples may now vievr the propos -d draft declaration vhich recognizes moral
and natural rights as m in imums tandards as nothing more than the back
sido of a doi<iinat moral superiority and ethical concern oí' a nation-state
system vhich on the sane arguments destroyed and¿

origin*"'ly denied

those basic moral and natural rights in the first place. To put it more
to the point, moral and ne*turn 1 rights rec jnit5.o:i and entrenhhment is
for .indigenous peoples not enough#* WMM Minimums i t are not sufficient.]
FourthJtojtherefore, move the discussion and hopefully the practi i of
"“
recognition and entrenchment of indigenous peoples' rights into inter
national instruments, a fundamental perception of the legal basis for
indigenous rights must also be articulated. That legal bas.^ must come
to grips with the basic concept that indigenous peo/les b- \efinitios
axe first peoples—

first peoples who have first claims tt the^r lands,

territories and rec >urcesj— first peoples who have rights and clains to
their/ own cultures, values and Institutions, first claims and rights/ji
T9 their resources— surface and sub-surface, m e w a b l e and non-renavt? .\e.<
This simply means that

an international instrument is to h;./e valiuity

for indigenous peoples, it must recognize, entrench and make valid the
fact that they have prior claims— ^ they have prior rights over any and
all competing rights and claims, and the legal safeguard for those prior
rights and claims must r:st on an objective criteria and standard
that such claims come first.
The concept of being first, being ahead of or having claims which come
before^ other cla.imj is a notion fundamental certainly to the legal systems
of the West be it the civj.al and/or common law. In fact, such fundamental
¥

basis for thii determing and recognition ofrights and clains of indigenous
peopl^has been tery evident in the relations of non-indigenous peoples
toèward indigenou-3 peoples. Two observations on poir.t..

¿n pfvragraph 15 of Part I I I of the most recent draft declaration points
out various rationales and arguments put forward by colonial powers to
deny indigenous peoples tüfcir prior claims, particularly to their lands
and resources in order to put the colonial ^claia to certain rights
ahead of or prior to the indigenous peoples d a r n s . Those acuments
were wrapped up in elqaborate^legal jurisprudence on notions of dis
covery, terra nullius. waste lands or idfi^ Ian'"3 and further notions
of savagery, unchristian and heathen. The point to noté is that fund
amental propost ions of being first or having rights, clairr.3 which v • ve
ahead of those of the colonial powers had to be changod in orxler to
put rights and claims of non-indigenous persons or governments or
colorations ahead of the indigenous rights and claims. Laws and
regulations, such as the Indian Act in Canada,

became legal legislative

justifications for such actions.

In the historical development of the relations between indigenous
peoples in Canada and the Crown, the Royal Proclamation of 1763
clearly recognized that the Indian people in Canada had title to lands
as tribes or nations and because of such first claims, those lands could
not be taVceii or claimed by settlors until a process had been followed
and entered into by both parties fds?/ the orderly and legal transfer
of those lands held under those ^ji^f^and claims* The process was the
treaty process, a proce .3 which required the consent of the indigenous
people.

What has happened over the past one hundred years or more is that
Canada has denied that the treaties have any international standing;
that they are merely personal contracts and the results of such denials
is that justification by the Governments (both federal and provincial)
is made for Indian acts, provincial jurisdiction, permits, licenses
as it pertains to Indian lands, resources^,, hunting, fishing and the
general lack of economic, political and cultural developments.
By such actions, end,by the rejection of basic laws as the Royal
Proclamation and treaties, Indian rights and claims sire last on the
list and non-indigenous peoples, 'including governments^^ now first.

Last, Madam Chairperson, commendavion must be given

to

you and the

Working Group for the advancement of indigenous right:. based upon natural
and moral grounds^; but, the efforts and initiatives advanced must be
grounded^

more securely in a legal base and that legal base is the

clear articulation and. entrenchment that indigenous peo/ples ' rights
by definition and jurisprudence are based upon the objective fact that
such rights are prior rights to those rights and claims made by others.

I recognize, Madam Chairperson, that such a prope.tí cion may be m> îa
difficult^ position politically to achieve at this nation-st: te loveljí.
But, I recommend to 'the Working Group that effort? of a serious and
thorough nature be undertaken to develop language and phrasing regc-rding
the explicit articulation of indigenous peoples prior rights. And finally,
that such recognition and entrenchment be made a^b. t of not only the text
of the draft declaration, but that^ such a notion by cc iceptu:\l expression
A i n the Preamble.

To couple and re-inforce natural and moral rights and claims of indig. nous
peoples as is now put forward in the draft declaniion with a more objective
and explicit legal standard grounded on the basis
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of prior rights

would strengthen the proposed declaration and begin 'Ole form the Jjasia
of the resolution of indigenous rights over competing rights and
claims.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH.
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(Mr.) Carroll P. Hurd, B .S c ., M .A ., LL*B*
Gull Bay First Nation
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